Suppression of viral load by Belladonna 200c through modulation of TLR and type-I IFN signalling pathways
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1. Introduction

Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) is a significant cause of neurological disease in human which is considered to be the major cause of viral encephalitis throughout South East Asia. It is now known that host innate immune response is vital in pathogenesis as well as the outcome of the disease. After entry into the host the virus first propagate inside the monocytes, thereafter enters the central nervous system (CNS) which leads to the death of the neurones [1, 2]. The generation of antiviral response through the production of pro-inflammatory mediators is essential to control the virus. However, the overproduction of pro-inflammatory response may lead to neuronal death [3].

Considering the limited efficacy of the vaccine and unavailability of antiviral drugs against JEV, various natural products especially the plant extracts are now getting importance compared to the synthetic chemicals for treatment. It is established that ultradiluted Belladonna extract derived from Atropa belladonna has the anti-JEV property [4]. The main alkaloid of A. belladonna, atropine has the potent antiviral effects against various viruses [5, 6] and it affects viral attachment to the cell, influence both innate and adaptive immune cells [7].

The induction of strong innate immune response is essential in controlling early viral replication, dissemination and subsequent infection [8-10]. Type I interferons (IFN-α/β) act as the first line of defence against viral infection [11,12] and their induction is mediated by various molecules including toll like receptors (TLR) which belongs to the type I pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) [13]. TLRs primarily recognise the virus during the initial interaction and viral particles during replication of the virus inside the cells leading to the activation of innate immune signalling. The viral genome is recognised by TLR3, TLR7, and TLR8 as well as IFN-αand IFN-β in CAM and brain among the Belladonna 200C pre-treated group. Taken together, the result indicates that Belladonna 200C exerts the antiviral effect by influencing the TLR signalling pathway which is one of the contributing factors in the immune-pathogenicity of JEV virus infection. The present study may help in development of targeted immunotherapy by Belladonna 200C against JEV virus in future by altering innate immune signalling.
of TLR8 and regulates the innate immune response, thereby increasing the survival rate in JEV infected mice. TLR7 is considered to have a pivotal role over TLR8 in JEV infection [18]. Interestingly, JEV can alter innate immune responses and subsequent adaptive responses in MyD88-dependent and independent pathways, which indicates that JEV may be recognized by certain TLR signal pathways, thereby affecting the outcome of JEV induced neurological diseases [19]. Thus, it is essential to evaluate the molecular mechanisms contributed by TLR signalling under the influence of Belladonna 200C in preventing JEV infection.

Among the various in-vivo model of JEV infection, embryonated egg is the cheapest and easily available model. The chorio allantoic membrane (CAM) of the embryo which is an extra embryonic membrane mimics the blood brain barrier and the underdeveloped immune systems make it an ideal model of host pathogen interaction in JEV infection [20]. Considering importance of TLRs in JEV infection and the antiviral role of Belladonna 200C the present study was aimed to explore the changes in the TLR signalling pathway in JEV infection and its alteration by Belladonna 200C in embryonated eggs. Thus in this study we evaluated the expressions of TLRs, type-I IFNs and their regulatory factors (IRFs) both in CAM and brain in this experimental model by monitoring the changes of viral load.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Embryonated chick eggs

Embryonated chicken eggs of Black Australorp (Gallus gallus) were procured from State poultry farm, Tollygunj, Kolkata, India. The eggs were kept in the incubator maintaining 37°C with 60% relative humidity after disinfecting the shells. Day 3 onwards the eggs were candled and rotated 3-4 times per day to observe vascularisation and viability till 11th day.

Virus strain

The prototype strain (NIV no P-20778, M/K no M-52134) and the reference Nakayama strain (NIV no 753101, M/K no M-8117) of JEV was procured from National Institute of Virology, Pune, India. The copy no of the virus inoculums was determined directly from the extracted total RNA using real time PCR kit (Primer Design).

Belladonna 200C

Belladonna 200C is a standard homoeopathic medicine (under alternative medicine group) prepared according to the Govt. approved Pharmacopoeia (India) from Atropa belladonna plant.

Experiment design

Live eggs of 12th day were selected and divided into 4 groups. The infection group (Group I) were challenged with JEV, the medicine treated group (Group II) were pretreated with Belladonna 200C followed by infection with JEV, the alcohol control group (Group III) were pre treated with potentized alcohol 200C followed by infection with JEV and among the matched control group (Group IV) Bovine albumin phosphate saline (BAPS) was applied. As the vehicle of the medicine was alcohol, the alcohol procured from the same source and termed alcohol 200C after following all the procedures of Belladonna 200C and was used as same. The virus was applied at L50 dose and 50µl medicine, alcohol and BAPS was applied in the respective groups through CAM route following the method stated elsewhere [4]. After application of materials the holes over the eggs were sealed with molten wax and kept horizontally at 37°C till 48 hours. In between the viability of the eggs were checked by candling every 12 hrs. After incubation the eggs were sacrificed followed by harvesting of CAM and brain.

RNA isolation and viral load determination, cDNA synthesis and semi-qRT-PCR

The RNA from CAM and brain were extracted using RNAiso plus (Takara, Japan) reagent following manufacturer’s guidelines by taking 100mg tissue from each sample [21]. Viral load was determined directly from the extracted total RNA using real time PCR kit (Primer Design).

cDNA synthesis and semi qRT PCR of TLRs mRNA

For semi-qRT-PCR cDNA was prepared using the i-script cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad, USA). Semi-qRT-PCR was performed using iTaq Universal SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad) with standard cycling conditions. The primer sequences for avian TLR3, TLR4, TLR7, and TLR8 were obtained as described elsewhere [22-24].

Statistical analysis

The data obtained were representative of three repetitive experiments and shown as mean ± SEM. The data were further analyzed for the analysis of differences using one way ANOVA, t-test using Graph Pad Prism (Version5). Significant level was considered only when p value was less than 0.05.

RESULTS

Effect of Belladonna 200C in TLR gene expression in JEV infected CAM of embryonated egg

It is evident from the study that JEV infection increases the expression of TLR3 in CAM (Fig 1a). However, pre-treatment with Belladonna 200C significantly increased the expression compared to other groups (p<0.05, t-test). Likewise, viral infection significantly induced the TLR4 expression in CAM. However, there was significantly higher expression of TLR4 in the direct infection group compared to the medicine treated groups (Fig 1b).

TLR7 expression was enhanced by all the virus infected groups. However, Belladonna 200C pre-treated group showed significantly higher expression of TLR7 than the other groups (Fig 1c). Similar patterns were observed for the TLR8 expression both in the CAM of the chick embryo (Fig 1d).

Effect of Belladonna 200C in TLR gene expression in brain of embryonated egg
Considering the neurological manifestation of JEV infection, brain tissues from embryos from different groups were collected for analysis of TLR expressions. TLR3 expression was significantly higher in the Belladonna pretreated group compared to other infection groups (P<0.05, in all combination). Strikingly, there was significant down regulation of TLR4 in Belladonna 200C pretreated group (Fig 2b) compared to other test groups. Down regulation of TLR4 was found only in brain of the embryo pretreated with Belladonna 200C.

JEV infected brain also showed upregulation of TLR7 and TLR8. However, pre-treatment with Belladonna 200C further induce the expression for both the TLRs compared to other groups.

Changes of viral load under the influence of Belladonna 200C in JEV infected CAM and brain of chick embryo

There were significantly higher viral load in the infection control group and by the alcohol 200C treated group in both the tissues. However, Belladonna 200C pre-treated chicks showed lowest viral load as measured in brain and CAM tissue.

Modulation of type I IFNs and their regulatory factors by Belladonna 200C in JEV infection

It was found that viral infection significantly reduced the expression of IRF3 and 7 and further IFN-α and IFN-β gene expression in CAM. However, pretreatment with Belladonna 200C overcome the situation and significantly upregulates these expressions (Fig. 4). Similar pattern of these mRNA expression was observed in brain tissues where Belladonna 200C pre-treated group showed enhanced type I IFNs response which correlated with their regulatory factors (Fig. 5). There were significant changes (P<0.05) for IFNs and IRFs both in CAM and brain tissue among the four groups, as analyzed by One-way ANOVA.

Figures

**Figure 1.** Changes of TLR gene expression in CAM. Change of (A) TLR3 (B) TLR4 (C) TLR7 (D) TLR8 gene expression. (C: Control, V: infected with JEV, A+V: pretreated with alcohol 200C followed by infection, M+V: Pretreated with Belladonna 200C followed by infection). Data are expressed as mean ±SEM (n=6). * Indicates P<0.05 as compared to M+V.

**Figure 2.** Changes of TLR gene expression in brain. Change of (A) TLR3 (B) TLR4 (C) TLR7 (D) TLR8 gene expression. (C: Control, V: infected with JEV, A+V: pretreated with alcohol 200C followed by infection, M+V: Pretreated with Belladonna 200C followed by infection). Data are expressed as mean ±SEM (n=6). * Indicates P<0.05 as compared to M+V.

**Figure 3.** Changes in viral load in CAM and brain tissue of chicken in different experimental groups. (V: infected with JEV, A+V: pretreated with alcohol 200C followed by infection, M+V: Pretreated with Belladonna 200C followed by infection).
DISCUSSION

TLRs are present in the cell membrane and endosomes and act as the first line of innate immune receptors for pathogens. Several studies have been done for the understanding of innate immune responses exerted by TLRs in flavivirus infection. TLR3 is one of the most important pathogen recognition receptor (PRR) for Flaviviridae. Earlier studies have showed a strong association between the antiviral immunity with TLR3 in mice [16]. In the present study, TLR3 expression was enhanced by Belladonna 200C pre-treated chicks which showed lesser viral load, while the infection group showed comparatively lesser TLR3 and higher viral load. So this study supports antiviral role of Belladonna through induction of TLR3 expression in the experimental chick embryo model. Activation of TLR3 induces the activation of innate as well as adaptive immune cells. Activation of TLR3 by recognising the dsRNA leads to the further activation of adaptor protein TRIF [25, 26]. This TLR3-TRIF signalling induces the translocation of transcriptional factors NF-κB and IRF3/7 into the nucleus leading to the production of cytokines importantly, such as type I Interferons (IFN) [27].

In the present study the role of Belladonna 200C was also evaluated in TLR4 expression, which generally interacts with the viral proteins. Previous studies have showed the negative role of TLR4 which favours JE viral replication in mice [16]. In our study, TLR4 expression was highest in the virus infected chicks showing higher mortality. TLR4 expression favours the viral replication opposing the antiviral immune response of host. Interestingly Belladonna 200C pre-treated embryo showed significantly lower viral load. Thus, viral load and the expression of TRL4 may be...
associated in this experimental model of JEV infection. Other studies with TLR4 knockout mice or using the TLR4 antagonist have shown the lower viral load and proinflammatory response with reduced lung pathology in influenza virus infection [28-29]. It has been found that TLR4 deficient mice show enhanced type I IFN expression as well as JEV specific IgG and IgM enhancement which are essential antiviral innate as well as adaptive immune factors for the host. In this study the reduced viral load among the Belladonna 200C treated chicks is presumably by the altered TLR4 gene expression and subsequent immune signalling in JEV.

Other TLR including TLR7 and 8 also play important role in flaviviral infection. Stimulation of TLR7 or TLR8 are essential for activation of signaling pathways through TRIF and MyD88-dependent manner ultimately for pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and type I IFNs. It has been found earlier that infection with JEV upregulated TLR7 expression [17]. TLR7 mediated induction of type I interferon after viral infection are important for antiviral response by the host [30]. In our study increased TLR 7 was also found in the CAM and brain tissue of the virus infected chicks. However, pre-treatment with Belladonna 200C significantly stimulated TLR7 expression compared to virus infected group of chicks. Although, it has been demonstrated that TLR7 deficiency has no effect on the survival rate in JEV infected mice. Increased viral load was found in the brain tissue of these mice showing the important role of TLR7 in regulation of the viral dissemination and propagation. This fact also correlates with our study among the Belladonna 200C treated group showing lesser viral load with higher TLR7 expression. It has been demonstrated that there was no significant change in TLR8 expression, where TLR7 expression highly enhanced by the JEV infection in mice model. However, TLR7 deficient mice showed significant enhanced expression of TLR8 in JEV. In our study both TLR7 and 8 were induced by JEV as found in brain and CAM tissue which were further enhanced among the Belladonna 200C pretreated chick embryo. The variation in the TLR8 expression in our study may be due to the use of different experimental models with varied pathogenesis and experimental conditions.

CONCLUSION

The present study has shown the effect of Belladonna 200C in the alteration of TLR signalling as well as limiting the viral replication in JEV infected CAM model. Lower viral load in the Belladonna 200C treated chicks showed higher TLR3, TLR7 and TLR8 and lower TLR4 expressions ultimately reflecting in the interferon expression (Figure 6). This finding may be a lead for immune therapy against JEV by targeting specific molecules of TLR signalling pathway in future other than use of this medicine for prevention and treatment of JEV.
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